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Abstract. In e-Business scenarios, an evaluation of the quality of exchanged data is essential for developing service-based applications and
correctly performing cooperative activities. Data of low quality can
spread all over the cooperative system, but at the same time, improvement can be based on comparing data, correcting them and disseminating
high quality data. In this paper, an XML-based broker service for managing data quality in cooperative systems is presented, which selects the
best available data from diﬀerent services. Such a broker also supports
data quality improvements based on feedbacks to source services.
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1

Introduction

A Cooperative Information System (CIS) is a large scale information system
that interconnects various systems of diﬀerent and autonomous organizations,
geographically distributed and sharing common objectives [13]. CIS’s are the
enabling paradigm in order to develop complex e-Business applications [19].
Among the diﬀerent resources that are shared by organizations which conduct their businesses supported by a CIS, data are fundamental; in “real world”
scenarios, organizations may not request data from others if they do not “trust”
each others, i.e., if they do not know that the quality of the provided data is
high. Therefore, lack of cooperation may occur due to lack of quality certiﬁcation. Moreover, not certiﬁed quality can cause a deterioration of the data quality
inside single organizations. If organizations exchange data without knowing their
actual quality, it may happen that data of low quality spread all over the CIS.
On the other hand, CIS’s are characterized by high data replication, i.e.,
diﬀerent copies of the same data are stored by diﬀerent organizations. As an
Ch. Bussler et al. (Eds.): WES 2002, LNCS 2512, pp. 121–138, 2002.
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example, in e-Governement scenarios, personal data about citizens are stored
by the information systems of diﬀerent administrations. From a data quality
perspective, this is a great opportunity: improvement actions can be carried out
on the basis of comparisons among diﬀerent copies, in order either to select
the most appropriate one or to reconcile available copies, thus producing a new
improved copy to be notiﬁed to all involved organizations.
In the literature, CIS’s have been widely considered and various approaches
are proposed for their design and development (e.g., [9,12,17]); in particular,
service-based CIS’s consider cooperation among diﬀerent organizations to be
obtained by sharing and integrating services across networks; such services, commonly referred to as e-Services and Web-Services [7], are exported by diﬀerent
organizations as well-deﬁned functionalities that allow users and applications to
access and perform tasks oﬀered by back-end business applications.
In this paper, we propose a Data Quality Broker service. Such a service
exploits the opportunity oﬀered by data replication in cooperative environments
with two aims: (i) brokering of data with highest quality levels, i.e., once a data
request is issued by an organization, only data with the best quality are provided
as responses, and (ii) improving the quality inside organizations by proposing
the best available copy of data.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, basic concepts of
e-Service architecture and data quality are discussed, together with relevant
research work. In Section 3, a framework for cooperative information systems
speciﬁcally addressing quality related issues is proposed. In Section 4, the service for brokering high quality data among organizations is described, and an
explanatory example is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
paper by drawing future work.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
e-Service Architectures

e-Services (also referred to as Web Services) are an evolutionary model in the utilization of the Web; until now the Web has provided the functionality for browsing of linked documents, manually-initiated transactions and manual downloading of ﬁles; conversely in the e-Service model (i) interactions are automatically
initiated by other programs over the Web, not using a browser, (ii) services can
be described, published, discovered and invoked dynamically over the Web, and
(iii) communication is at the application-to-application level.
e-Services are self-contained, modular applications; they are the logical evolution from object oriented systems to systems of services, by following a
component-based approach in which components (i.e., services) are large-grained
and loosely coupled [23].
A framework for e-Services consists of (i) some basic operations (i.e.,
describe, publish, unpublish and invoke) and (ii) roles (i.e., service
providers, service requesters and service repositories) [23], as shown in Figure 1:
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Service Provider: it is the subject providing software applications for speciﬁc
needs as services; (i) from a business perspective, this is the owner of the
service (e.g., the subject which is possibly paid for its services), and (ii) from
the architectural perspective, this is the platform the service is deployed onto.
Available services are described by using a service description language.
Service Requestor: it is the party that uses the services; (i) from a business
perspective, this is the business requiring certain services to be fulﬁlled (e.g.,
the payer subject), and (ii) from an architectural perspective, this is the
application invoking the service.
Service Repository: it is the party providing a repository of service descriptions, where providers publish their services and requestors ﬁnd services.
A service provider
describes its services
and publishes (and
possibly unpublishes)
their descriptions in
the service repository

describe()

Service
Provider

publish() unpublish()

Service
Repository

Brokering
Composite
Service
Service

(mediated) invoke()

A service
requestor invokes
services (either
directly or
mediated by a
brokering
service)

(direct)
invoke()

Service
Requestor

Fig. 1. Basic elements of an e-Service framework

Composite e-Services are added-value services which compose basic ones in
order to oﬀer more advanced functionalities; they act as mediators between service requestors and service providers, possibly discovering into the repository
which basic e-Services to use. In this paper, the design of a composite e-Service
for data quality management is presented; it is shown in Figure 1 as “Brokering
Service”.
Some frameworks for e-Services have been proposed; a notable example is the
UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery & Integration)1 framework, where Business Registries store diﬀerent types of information about services, namely, business contact information (“white pages”), business category information (“yellow
pages”) and technical service information (“green pages”); other proposals for
architectures for e-Services have been presented in the literature [8,30].
Diﬀerent languages, e.g., Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [1], can
be used to describe services without impacting on the repository. In this paper,
an XML-based model for describing data exchanged among services and related
1

UDDI.org: http://www.uddi.org.
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quality values is proposed, in order to be able to design a composite e-Service
managing data quality. Such a model can be used inside WSDL descriptions of
e-Services.
2.2

Data Quality

Data Quality has been traditionally investigated in the context of single information systems: methodologies to manage data quality in such systems have been
proposed both by researchers [25,29] and by industrial practitioners [14,24]. Only
recently, a methodological framework for data quality in cooperative systems has
been proposed [5]; it will be described in Section 3.
In cooperative scenarios the main data quality issues regard: (i) assessment of
the quality of the data owned by each organization; (ii) methods and techniques
for exchanging quality information; (iii) improvement of quality within each
cooperating organization; and (iv) heterogeneity, due to the presence of diﬀerent
organizations, in general with diﬀerent data semantics.
For the assessment (i) and the heterogeneity (iv) issues, some of the results
already achieved for traditional systems can be borrowed, speciﬁcally:
❒ the assessment phase can be based on the results achieved in the data cleaning area [11,15], as well as on the results in the data warehouse area [16,27];
❒ heterogeneity has been widely addressed in the literature, focusing on both
schema and data integration issues [2,6,18,26].
Methods and techniques for exchanging quality information (ii) have been
only partially addressed in the literature. In [21], the problem of the quality of
web-available information has been faced in order to select data with high quality
coming from distinct sources: every source has to evaluate some pre-deﬁned data
quality parameters, and to make their values available through the exposition of
meta-data. Our proposal is diﬀerent as we propose an ad-hoc service that brokers
data requests and replies on the basis of data quality information. Moreover, we
also take into account improvement features (i.e., (iii)) that are not considered
in [21].
Data quality dimensions characterize properties that are inherent to data.
The quality dimensions used in this work are those that are used most frequently in the literature [28], namely: (i) syntactic and semantic accuracy, (ii)
completeness, (iii) currency, (iv) internal consistency and (v) source reliability. In the following we only recall the adopted dimensions; further details and
examples can be found in [4,5,20]. Such dimensions concern only data values;
instead, they do not deal with aspects concerning quality of logical schema and
data format [24]. The need for providing such deﬁnitions stems from the lack of
a common reference set of dimensions in the data quality literature.
In the following deﬁnitions, the general concept of schema element is used,
corresponding, for instance, to an entity in an Entity-Relationship schema or to
a class in a Uniﬁed Modeling Language diagram:
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❒ Syntactic and Semantic Accuracy. Accuracy is commonly referred to
as the proximity of a value v to a a value v’ considered as correct; we further distinguish between syntactic accuracy, being v’ the value considered
syntactically correct (i.e., it belongs to the domain of values of v), and semantic accuracy, being v’ the value considered semantically correct (i.e., it
is consistent with respect to the real world).
❒ Completeness. It is the degree to which values of a schema element are
present in the schema element instance.
❒ Currency. The distance between the instant when a value is last updated
and the instant when the value itself is used.
❒ Internal Consistency. It is the degree to which the values of the attributes
of an instance of a schema element satisfy the speciﬁc set of semantic rules
deﬁned on the schema element.
❒ Source Reliability. It is deﬁned as the credibility of a source organization
with respect to provided data quality values.
Notice that source reliability has a nature diﬀerent from other dimensions, as
it depends from the cooperative context in which data are exchanged. Therefore
source reliability will be separately considered in the following.

3

A Framework for Data Quality in CIS’s

In current business scenarios, organizations need to cooperate in order to oﬀer
services to their customers and partners. Organizations that cooperate have
business links (i.e., relationships, exchanged documents, resources, knowledge,
etc.) connecting each other. Speciﬁcally, organizations exploit business services
(e.g., they exchange data or require services to be carried out) on the basis of
business links, and therefore the network of organizations and business links
constitutes a cooperative business system.
As an example, a supply chain, in which some enterprises oﬀer basic products
and some others assemble them in order to deliver ﬁnal products to customers, is
a cooperative business system. As another example, a set of public administrations which need to exchange information about citizens and their health state
in order to provide social aids, is a cooperative business system derived from the
Italian e-Government scenario [3].
A cooperative business system exists independently of the presence of a software infrastructure supporting electronic data exchange and service provisioning.
Indeed CIS’s are the software systems supporting cooperative business systems;
in the remain of this paper, we deﬁne a CIS as formed by a set of organizations
which cooperate through a communication software infrastructure. Each organization is connected to the communication infrastructure through a gateway, on
which e-Services oﬀered by the organization to other ones are deployed [20].
Oﬀered e-Services can perform diﬀerent operations, such as initiating complex transactions on back-end systems, providing access to data, etc. In the
present work we only consider read-only access services, that is services taking
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as input data queries in an appropriate query language and returning application
data stored inside organizations without modifying them. Results returned by
such e-Services are expressed as XML documents that convey not only application data items, but also data about the quality of such data items.
The TDQM CIS methodological cycle [5] deﬁnes the methodological framework in which the proposed architecture ﬁts. The TDQM CIS cycle derives from
the extension of the TDQM cycle [29] to the context of CIS’s; it consists of the
ﬁve phases of Deﬁnition, Measurement, Exchange, Analysis and Improvement
(see Figure 2).
The Deﬁnition phase implies the deﬁnition of a model for the data exported
by each cooperating organization and of the quality data associated to them.
Both data and quality data can be exported as XML documents, consisting of
elements deﬁned on the basis of the ODMG Object Model [10], and formally
deﬁned in [4,20].
In general, types of exchanged data items can be either classes, when instances (i.e., data items) have their own identities, or literals, when instances
have not identities. As an example, consider a Citizen class, identiﬁed by its
SSN (Social Security Number) and having Name, Surname and BirthDate as
attributes; the attribute BirthDate may be of a literal type Date with three
attributes, namely Day, Month, Year.
As far as quality data, they can be associated to classes and literals through
quality classes and literals [4]; they are the aggregation of the values of a speciﬁc
data quality dimension for each of the attributes of either the data classes or
the literals to which they refers. Therefore, to each data item (i.e., class/literal
instance) a set of quality elements (i.e., quality class/literal instances) are associated, one for each dimension. As an example, it is possible to consider a
quality class SyntacticAccuracy Citizen associated to the class Citizen, the
attributes of which are SSN, Name, Surname and BirthDate, representing the
syntactic accuracy values of the attributes of the Citizen class.
The Measurement phase consists of the evaluation of the data quality dimensions for the exported data. With reference to previous examples, an assessment
phase realized by the organization exporting the class Citizen should allow to
measure the values of syntactic accuracy of the attributes SSN, Name, Surname
and of the attributes Day, Month and Year of BirthDate. The assessment of the
quality of the exported data by each cooperating organization can be made by
using traditional methods (e.g., the statistical methods proposed in [22]).
The Exchange phase implies the exact deﬁnition of the exchanged information, consisting of data and of appropriate quality data with respect to data
quality dimensions.
The Analysis phase regards the interpretation of the quality values contained
in the exchanged information by the organization that receives it. An example
of a possible interpretation is to weight an “high” accuracy value with a “low”
source reliability value.
The Improvement phase consists of all the actions that allow improvements
of cooperative data by exploiting the opportunities oﬀered by the cooperative
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environment. An example of improvement action is based on the analysis phase
described above: interpreting the quality of exchanged information gives the
opportunity of sending accurate feedbacks to data source organizations, which
can then implement correction actions to improve their quality.
As highlighted in Figure 2, the focus in this paper is on the two phases of
exchange and improvement: as it will be described in the following section, a
quality broker and an improvement manager will realize these phases.

Definition

Classes and
literals
to export data and
associated quality
are defined

Improvement
Engagement of
actions for
improvement of
cooperative data
quality

Measurement

TDQM_
TDQM_CIS

Analysis

Interpretation of the
transferred values
within the cooperative
process

Data quality
dimension values
are evaluated

Exchange

Exchange of data
and related
quality values

Fig. 2. The phases of the TDQM CIS cycle; grey phases are speciﬁcally considered in
this work

4

Design of the Architecture

In this section, we describe an e-Service-based architecture for management
and improvement of data quality in CIS’s. Cooperating organizations export
data that are interesting for some other organizations, e.g., to carry out speciﬁc
business processes they are involved in. Speciﬁcally, each organization oﬀers eServices allowing other organizations to query (a view of) its own internal data.
Cooperative data schemas deﬁne the structure of exported data; therefore the
availability of such schemas and the opportunity of querying them constitutes
the service oﬀered to other organizations in order to cooperate. In addition
to data schemas, each organization exports cooperative data quality schemas,
which describe the quality of the exported data [4]. Both data schemas and
quality schemas are described according to a global model, agreed upon by all
organizations involved in a given CIS.
The architecture is shown in Figure 3. Oﬀered e-Services, that is application components deployed on cooperative gateways, need to be published in the
repository, in which for each data type the list of organizations (i.e., e-Services)
providing it is stored.
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Provider
organization 1

Provider
organization 2

e-Service

Provider
organization n

e-Service
Cooperative
gateway

e-Service
Cooperative
gateway

Cooperative
gateway

Broker
Broker

Requester
Repository

Fig. 3. The e-Service-based architecture supporting data quality
Provider
organization i
e-Service
Cooperative
gateway
broker_2_provider
request

(2)

provider_2_broker
reply
(3)

Broker
Broker

requester_2_broker
request

(1)

broker_2_requester
reply
(4)

Requester

Fig. 4. Interactions broker-provider; grey elements are detailed and their deﬁnitions
are in the Appendix
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The Broker

When an organization needs to obtain some data, a requester 2 broker request is
issued to the broker (see (1) in Figure 4); the requester 2 broker request speciﬁes
(i) which data are asked for (through a query in an appropriate query language),
and (ii) quality requirements on acceptable replies.
The broker in turn accesses the repository in order to discover which eServices are able to provide the requested data (i.e., to answer the query). Then
the broker queries these e-Services (through broker 2 provider requests, see (2)
in Figure 4) and obtains provider 2 broker replies which contain data and related
quality values (see (3) in Figure 4).
The broker selects and orders replies by matching quality values against
quality requirements, and ﬁnally sends back acceptable replies to the requester
through a broker 2 requester reply (see (4) in Figure 4).
Both provider 2 broker replies and the broker 2 requester reply contain single
type data items, that is either a single instance of a class/literal, or a list of
instances of the same class/literal.
The requester 2 broker request Structure. In the phase of data request
formulation, the requester organization speciﬁes the quality requirements that
the requested data need to satisfy. Speciﬁcally, the requester 2 broker request
contains:
❒ A data query.
❒ Data quality requirements. A data quality requirement is an expression
< dimension > >= < value >, where < dimension > is any data quality
dimension but the source reliability and < value > is deﬁned in the domain
of the data quality dimension. Therefore a requirement speciﬁes the minimum acceptable value for a given dimension. As an example of a data quality
requirement, it is possible to specify for a data request that a Citizen data
item needs to have Syntactic Accuracy >= 6.
❒ Information allowing ordering the potential multiple replies. Speciﬁcally, the
requester organization associates diﬀerent weights to the speciﬁed quality
requirements.
❒ The maximum number of replies satisfying the quality requirements that the
requester organization would like to receive.
As regards data quality metrics, in this work we assume all data quality dimensions have an integer domain ranging from 1 to 10. This is a simplifying
assumption: in future works we will investigate diﬀerent domains for each dimension and for diﬀerent types of data. From a technological point of view, the
data request is an XML document, conform to the DTD shown in the Appendix.
The provider 2 broker reply Structure. The reply that a provider sends
back to the broker includes both the requested data and the associated quality
values. Mechanisms to calculate quality values for sets of classes and sets of
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literals (i.e., for aggregated data) starting from quality values of their properties
are currently under investigation, on the basis of graph-based algorithms. The
reply is an XML document, conform to the DTD shown in the Appendix.
As far as the structures of broker 2 provider request and broker 2 requester
reply, they contain only data, and therefore they are analogous to the data parts
of the previously described structures.
Selecting Replies. Upon receiving the replies to a data request, the broker
makes two sequential activities:
❒ Matching of the data quality values of the received data against the quality
requirements speciﬁed in the data request. All the replies that do not satisfy
such requirements are discarded.
❒ Ordering the accepted replies. The accepted replies can be ordered on the
basis of two factors: (i) the weights of the quality requirements, speciﬁed in
the data request; (ii) an “evaluation” of the quality values speciﬁed in the
data replies. The evaluation requires to consider the values of the provider
organization as far as the source reliability dimension (stored in the repository, see Section 4.2); as an example, if for a speciﬁc data item, a syntactic
accuracy value equal to 9 is provided by an organization with a source reliability value equal to 3, then the eﬀective accuracy value should be minor
than 9.
4.2

Other Elements

Some other elements are needed for the broker to carry out its work, speciﬁcally
a repository and an improvement manager.
❒ The repository stores both (i) e-Service directory data, that is for each data
type, all the e-Services (i.e., organizations) that can provide it are listed,
and (ii) source reliability information, that is for each organization, a couple
< source reliability value, organization > is maintained. Such values are dynamically used by the broker to weight quality values declared
by each organization. The management of source reliability information
should be conform to speciﬁc policies on which cooperating organizations
have agreed upon. As an example, all the organizations can decide to trust
quality declared at an initial instant t0, and assign the maximum source
reliability value to each organization. These values can be eventually decreased when the declared quality is compared to the quality declared by
other organizations.
❒ The improvement manager monitors the quality of exchanged data. Speciﬁcally, when an organization issues a request for data, several cases can occur,
each of which corresponds to diﬀerent actions that the improvement manager
can engage:
Case 1 : the requested data are provided only by one organization, and the
broker receives a reply from such a provider that ﬁts the speciﬁed quality
requirements. No improvement action is taken.
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Case 2 : independently of the number of providers for the requested data,
the broker receives replies such that all or part of them ﬁt the speciﬁed quality requirements. The improvement manager notiﬁes all the
organizations that have provided replies with quality inferior than the
requested quality. The same replies which are sent back to the requester
by the broker, are also sent to them by the improvement manager.
On the basis of such notiﬁcations, organizations can take improvement
actions internally. The exploitation of dynamic quality checks of data,
every time a data request is issued, leads to a quality improvement of
data on the long term.
Case 3 : none of the replies received by the broker ﬁts the speciﬁed quality
requirements. The broker can simply notify this to the requester, but the
improvement manager can engage a merging activity in order to obtain
a better quality copy of data, starting from the available ones. A lot of
work about this task has been done in the data cleaning literature (see
Section 2).

5

Example

In the following, we consider the Italian e-Government scenario [3], in order to
provide an example of a possible use of the broker.
Let us consider a generic process in which a citizen goes to a public oﬃce (PO)
to initiate a process he is interested in; currently, his personal data, including
his residence address, are directly asked to him, by requesting him to present a
certiﬁcate issued by a City Council. Current Italian e-Government projects aim
at creating a CIS among public administrations, in which each administration
oﬀers e-Services to others; on the basis of such initiatives, this process can be reengineered by supposing that the residence address of the citizen is not provided
by him, but the PO issues a request to the broker, in order to obtain the requested
residence address from other organizations which are known to have such data;
let us suppose these organizations are the Electric Power Company and the
Department of Finance.
The PO makes a request to the broker, in which it speciﬁes the quality
requirements on the citizen’s address, together with their weights; in Figure 5
the XML document of the PO 2 broker request is shown, and requirements
and weights are highlighted.
After accessing the repository in order to discover providers for citizen
addresses, the broker queries the two organizations and then receives the
replies with the associated quality from the Electric Power Company and
the Department of Finance; in Figure 6 and 7 the XML documents of the
provider 2 broker replies are shown, and quality values are highlighted.
Finally the broker ﬁlters the received replies on the basis of the quality requirement satisfaction, and orders the ﬁltered replies before sending them back
to the PO. Speciﬁcally, upon receiving the quality values inside the replies, the
broker can apply some rules to order the replies that satisfy the quality requirements on the basis of the weights speciﬁed for such requirements. Other
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE Q-Query SYSTEM "http://www.x.y.z/PO_2_BrokerRequest">
<Q-Query>
<Query> SELECT ResidenceAddress FROM Citizen WHERE SSN="SCNMNC74S60G230T"</Query>
<Q-Requirements>
<SyntacticAccuracy min_value="8" weight="0.3"/>
<SemanticAccuracy weight="0"/>
<Completeness min_value="6" weight="0.1"/>
<InternalConsistency weight="0"/>
<Currency min_value="9" weight="0.6"/>
</Q-Requirements>
<Constraints>
<maxResults>"2"</maxResults>
</Constraints>
</Q-Query>

(a) XML document

Dimension Accuracy Currency Completeness
Requirement
Weight

8
0.3

9
0.6

6
0.1

(b) Requirements and Weights
Fig. 5. The PO 2 broker request XML document

parameters could be considered in this phase; as an example, source reliability
values could be taken into account, in order to evaluate the reliability of the
speciﬁed values.
In the current example, the broker simply orders the received replies on the
basis of a total quality value (TQV), calculated as:
T otal Quality V alue =



quality valuei ∗ weighti

i∈{accuracy,currency,completeness}

According to the values shown in previous ﬁgures, the total quality values are:
T QV Electric P ower Company = 0, 3 ∗ 8 + 0, 6 ∗ 9 + 0, 1 ∗ 6 = 8, 4
T QV Department of F inance = 0, 3 ∗ 9 + 0, 6 ∗ 10 + 0, 1 ∗ 7 = 9, 4
Therefore, the broker sends to the PO the address provided by the Department of Finance as the best quality one and the address provided by Electric
Power Company as a possible second choice.

6

Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, the design of an e-Service-based architecture for brokering and
improving data quality has been presented. e-Business applications are inher-
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE QueryResult SYSTEM "http://www.x.y.z/Provider_2_Broker.dtd">
<QueryResult>
<Data>
<DataElement>
<Literal label="ResidenceAddress" SynAccuracy="o01" Completeness="o02" Currency="o03">
<Attribute label="Number" value="" SynAccuracy="o04" Completeness="o08" Currency="o12"/>
<Attribute label="Street" value="G. Mazzini" SynAccuracy="o05" Completeness="o09"
Currency="o13"/>
<Attribute label="City" value="Rome" SynAccuracy="o06" Completeness="o10" Currency="o14"/>
<Attribute label="Country" value="Italy" SynAccuracy="o07" Completeness="o11"
Currency="o15"/>
</Literal>
</DataElement>
</Data>
<QualityData>
<QualityElement>
<SynAccuracy>
<SynAccuracyLiteral label="SynAccuracyResidenceAddress " degree="8" OID="o01">
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyNumber" OID="o04"/>
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyStreet" degree="7" OID="o05"/>
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyCity" degree="9" OID="o06"/>
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyCountry" degree="10" OID="o07"/>
</SynAccuracyLiteral>
</SynAccuracy>
<Completeness>
<CompletenessLiteral label="CompletenessResidenceAddress" degree="6" OID="o02">
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessNumber" degree="0" OID="o08"/>
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessStreet" degree="1" OID="o09"/>
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessCity" degree="1" OID="o10"/>
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessCountry" degree="1" OID="o11"/>
</CompletenessLiteral>
</Completeness>
<Currency>
<CurrencyLiteral label="CurrencyResidenceAddress" degree="9" OID="o03">
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyNumber" OID="o12"/>
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyStreet" degree="9" OID="o13"/>
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyCity" degree="9" OID="o14"/>
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyCountry" degree="9" OID="o15"/>
</CurrencyLiteral>
</Currency>
</QualityElement>
</QualityData>
</QueryResult>

(a) XML document

Accuracy Currency Completeness
8

9

6

(b) Quality values
Fig. 6. The ElectricPowerCompany 2 broker reply XML document

ently very complex and adding quality elements to them is not a trivial task.
However, being the requirements that such applications need to satisfy more and
more exacting, people do not yet be satisﬁed by a simple “response”, they want
the best available one.
The aim of the brokering service is just to make accessible best available data.
Once gathered all available copies of the same data, improvement actions can
(and should) be enacted. In future work, features related to improvement actions
will be more deeply studied. Speciﬁcally, algorithms to improve the quality of
cooperative data will be considered, on the basis of the quality data that are
transferred together with data items. Reconciliation and merging algorithms
can be investigated by using quality data.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE QueryResult SYSTEM "http://www.x.y.z/Provider_2_Broker.dtd">
<QueryResult>
<Data>
<DataElement>
<Literal label="ResidenceAddress"
SynAccuracy="o01" Completeness="o02" Currency="o03">
<Attribute label="Number" value="27"
SynAccuracy="o04" Completeness="o08" Currency="o12"/>
<Attribute label="Street" value="Giuseppe Mazzini"
SynAccuracy="o05" Completeness="o09" Currency="o13"/>
<Attribute label="City" value="Rome"
SynAccuracy="o06" Completeness="o10" Currency="o14"/>
<Attribute label="Country" value="Italy"
SynAccuracy="o07" Completeness="o11" Currency="o15"/>
</Literal>
</DataElement>
</Data>
<QualityData>
<QualityElement>
<SynAccuracy>
<SynAccuracyLiteral label="SynAccuracyResidenceAddress " degree="9" OID="o01">
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyNumber" degree="9" OID="o04"/>
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyStreet" degree="10" OID="o05"/>
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyCity" degree="9" OID="o06"/>
<SynAccuracyAttribute label="SynAccuracyCountry" degree="8" OID="o07"/>
</SynAccuracyLiteral>
</SynAccuracy>
<Completeness>
<CompletenessLiteral label="CompletenessResidenceAddress" degree="7" OID="o02">
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessNumber" degree="1" OID="o08"/>
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessStreet" degree="1" OID="o09"/>
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessCity" degree="1" OID="o10"/>
<CompletenessAttribute label="CompletenessCountry" degree="1" OID="o11"/>
</CompletenessLiteral>
</Completeness>
<Currency>
<CurrencyLiteral label="CurrencyResidenceAddress" degree="10" OID="o03">
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyNumber" degree="10" OID="o12"/>
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyStreet" degree="10" OID="o13"/>
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyCity" degree="10" OID="o14"/>
<CurrencyAttribute label="CurrencyCountry" degree="10" OID="o15"/>
</CurrencyLiteral>
</Currency>
</QualityElement>
</QualityData>
</QueryResult>

(a) XML document

Accuracy Currency Completeness
9

10

7

(b) Quality values
Fig. 7. The DepartmentOfFinance 2 broker reply XML document

Moreover, methods to derive quality values of classes and literals starting
from atomic quality values of attributes are under investigation. For each quality
dimension, the purpose is to derive global quality values for transferred data
structures (i.e., classes, literals, list of classes and list of literals).
Source reliability management also needs to be further considered. In this
paper, we have simply supposed that source reliability values are stored in a
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repository. As regards the evaluation of such a dimension, a possibility is to consider a certiﬁcation organization, assessing source reliability based on objective
parameters. In future work, source reliability evaluation in e-Business scenarios
will be considered, thus also addressing the new requirements of the “Web of
Trust”.
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Appendix
DTD of the requester to broker Request
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT Q-Query (Query, Q-Requirements, Constraints)>
<!ELEMENT Query (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Q-Requirements (SyntacticAccuracy, SemanticAccuracy, Completeness, InternalConsistency, Currency)>
<!ELEMENT SyntacticAccuracy EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST SyntacticAccuracy
min_value (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
weight CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT SemanticAccuracy EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST SemanticAccuracy
min_value (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
weight CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Completeness EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Completeness
min_value (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
weight CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT InternalConsistency EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST InternalConsistency
min_value (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
weight CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Currency EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Currency
min_value (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
weight CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT Constraints (maxResults?)>
<!ELEMENT maxResults (#PCDATA)>

DTD of the provider to broker Reply
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT QueryResult (Data, QualityData)>
<!ELEMENT Data (DataElement)*>
<!ELEMENT DataElement (Class | Literal | Attribute)>
<!ELEMENT Class (Attribute* | Literal*)+>
<!ATTLIST Class
label CDATA #REQUIRED
SynAccuracy IDREF #IMPLIED
SemAccuracy IDREF #IMPLIED
Completeness IDREF #IMPLIED
IntConsistency IDREF #IMPLIED
Currency IDREF #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT Literal (Attribute* | Literal*)+>
<!ATTLIST Literal
label CDATA #REQUIRED
SynAccuracy IDREF #IMPLIED
SemAccuracy IDREF #IMPLIED
Completeness IDREF #IMPLIED
IntConsistency IDREF #IMPLIED
Currency IDREF #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT Attribute EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Attribute
label CDATA #REQUIRED
value CDATA #IMPLIED
SynAccuracy IDREF #IMPLIED
SemAccuracy IDREF #IMPLIED
Completeness IDREF #IMPLIED
Currency IDREF #IMPLIED
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QualityData (QualityElement)*>
QualityElement (SynAccuracy?, SemAccuracy?, Completeness?, IntConsistency?, Currency?)>
SynAccuracy (SynAccuracyClass | SynAccuracyAttribute | SynAccuracyLiteral)>
SemAccuracy (SemAccuracyClass | SemAccuracyAttribute | SemAccuracyLiteral)>
IntConsistency (IntConsistencyClass | IntConsistencyLiteral)>
Completeness (CompletenessClass | CompletenessAttribute | CompletenessLiteral)>
Currency (CurrencyClass | CurrencyAttribute | CurrencyLiteral)>
SynAccuracyClass (SynAccuracyAttribute* | SynAccuracyLiteral*)>
SynAccuracyClass
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED

>
<!ELEMENT SynAccuracyLiteral (SynAccuracyAttribute* | SynAccuracyLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST SynAccuracyLiteral
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT SynAccuracyAttribute EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST SynAccuracyAttribute
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT SemAccuracyClass (SemAccuracyAttribute* | SemAccuracyLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST SemAccuracyClass
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT SemAccuracyLiteral (SemAccuracyAttribute* | SemAccuracyLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST SemAccuracyLiteral
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT SemAccuracyAttribute EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST SemAccuracyAttribute
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT CompletenessClass (CompletenessAttribute* | CompletenessLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST CompletenessClass
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT CompletenessLiteral (CompletenessAttribute* | CompletenessLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST CompletenessLiteral
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT CompletenessAttribute EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST CompletenessAttribute
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (0 | 1) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT IntConsistencyClass (IntConsistencyClass | IntConsistencyLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST IntConsistencyClass
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT IntConsistencyLiteral EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST IntConsistencyLiteral
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT CurrencyClass (CurrencyAttribute* | CurrencyLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST CurrencyClass
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT CurrencyLiteral (CurrencyAttribute* | CurrencyLiteral*)>
<!ATTLIST CurrencyLiteral
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #REQUIRED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT CurrencyAttribute EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST CurrencyAttribute
label CDATA #REQUIRED
degree (1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10) #IMPLIED
OID ID #REQUIRED
>

